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ZIMBABWE
Fr Caoimhín hands over the symbols
of office to Fr Emmanuel Musara,
chosen as Custos by the friars in
Zimbabwe in 2007

As the Franciscan friars
celebrate 50 years in
Zimbabwe, FR CAOIMHÍN
Ó LAOIDE, Minister
Provincial, reflects on the
mission to bring hope.

SUSTAINED BY HOPE
“T

here is no doubt that the
effort to proclaim the
Gospel to the people of
today, who are buoyed up by hope, but
at the same time often oppressed by
fear and distress, is a service rendered
to the Christian community and also to
the whole of humanity.”
These opening words of Evangelii
Nuntiandi of Paul VI are as true in 2008
as they were when he wrote them in
1975. They acquire an extra resonance
when we consider the fear and distress
of the people of Zimbabwe and pray
that they will be sustained by hope at
this painful time in their history. The
Gospel message announces that Jesus
Christ, who has conquered sin and
death, is the one in whom we place our
hope; the proclamation of this Good
News is life-giving in a situation of
mortal fear and oppression.
Paul VI’s letter could be said to have
been at the heart of much of the life of
the Franciscan Mission in Zimbabwe
over the last 50 years. It expressed an
altered vision of evangelisation — full
of zeal for the spreading of the Good
News of Jesus Christ, but also sensitive
to cultures, religious traditions, and
contemporary social issues. The Pope
recognised that the Church is an
evangeliser, but it begins by being itself
evangelised. He further remarked that
"the modern person listens more
willingly to witnesses than to teachers,

and if (s)he does listen to teachers, it is
because they are witnesses."
These ideas were taken up readily
by the Franciscan friars of the
Zimbabwe mission — in fact, much of
what was articulated in Evangelii
Nuntiandi had previously been
expressed in the life and work of the
missionary friars. A profound respect
for the language, culture, faith
traditions and customs of the people,
as well as a grateful acknowledgement
that the friars were themselves being
evangelised by the people, were
already evident. They also knew that
their preaching and teaching had to be
backed up by the witness of lives of
integrity and coherence.
Though the friars worked hard for
liberation in the socio-political sphere,
they still appreciated the profound
wisdom of Paul VI: “The Church
considers it to be undoubtedly
important to build up structures which
are more human, more just, more
respectful of the rights of the person
and less oppressive and less enslaving,
but she is conscious that the best
structures and the most idealised
systems soon become inhuman if the
inhuman inclinations of the human
heart are not made wholesome, if those
who live in these structures or who rule
them do not undergo a conversion of
heart and of outlook.” Again, the
application to today is evident.

It is with justifiable pride that we
celebrate 50 years in Zimbabwe. The
friars of the Custody of the Good
Shepherd today are part of a faithfilled, lively and humane tradition of
evangelisers — may we be blessed by
future generations in the same
spirit. None of this, of course, would
have been possible without the
wonderfully generous support of
countless benefactors who saw
support for the Franciscan mission as
an expression of their faith. Our
gratitude can never be sufficiently
expressed. May the Lord reward
every one of you. I

St Francis at
Waterfalls
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ust before he sent his brothers on
mission, St Francis sat them down
and admonished them thus: “My
dear brothers, let us consider our
calling because God has mercifully
called us not for our own good but also
for the salvation of the many. Therefore
let us go through the whole world,
encouraging and teaching men and
women by word and example to do
penance.” Heeding this admonition from
Our Seraphic Father Francis, one Irish
missionary, Fr Cornelius Heffernan,
arrived at the then Salisbury Railway
Station from South Africa on 11th April
1958, 50 years ago. Each time I reflect
on the journey of our forerunners, our
elders-in-St Francis here in the Custody,
I am challenged with this act of
courage, faith and generosity. I can’t
help thinking about the emotions that
flooded Cornelius’ heart as he stepped
out of the train.
Cornelius was brought to the
Archbishop of Salisbury’s residence
before he could get down to business:
the business of establishing the
Franciscan presence in Mashonaland. He
certainly needed this blessing from the
ecclesial authorities of the Salisbury
Archdiocese and indeed a good
relationship has lasted up to today! The
friars work very well with the local
diocesan clergy and the other
congregations. After all, we are all
labourers in the vineyard of the Lord!
Now with the blessing from Archbishop
Markall, Cornelius set off, and with the
energy of a race horse he began
“rebuilding the Church!” This marked
the beginning of an era and, without a
doubt, the implantation of the seed!
Today that seed has germinated, grown,
and with vigilant looking after, is
already bearing fruit!
I would like to dedicate this small
reflection as a tribute to the Irish friars
who have worked tirelessly and
generously for the establishment of the
charism of St Francis on Zimbabwean
soil. We are indeed indebted to these
courageous and generous men. We are,
without a doubt, deeply grateful to
their families and indeed the Irish
Province for heeding the voice of St
Francis who wished that the Gospel of
freedom and peace, which he had
4

Courageous and
Generous Men
FR FANUEL MAGWIDI, OFM,
is a young Zimbabwean friar
studying Scripture in Rome.
He reflects on the friars who began it all.

Joy: Xavier and Fanuel on their Solemn Profession day
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received himself and that he wished
others to experience also, be made
available to all the nations of the world,
even among the Saracens!
I guess Cornelius was anxious, and
naturally so, about how he was going to
manage this mammoth task before him.
In his missionary mandate to his brothers,
St Francis had reassured them thus: “Do
not be afraid, little flock, but have
confidence in the Lord. And do not say
among yourselves: ‘We are simple and
illiterate men, how should we preach?’
Be mindful of the Lord’s words to his
disciples: ‘You yourselves will not be the
speakers; the Spirit of your Father will be
speaking in you.’ For the Lord himself
will give you the spirit and wisdom to
encourage and preach to all about the
love, freedom and peace of God. You will
find, however, faithful people — meek,
humble and kind — who will receive you
and your words with joy and love. You
will find others — unfaithful, proud, and
blasphemous, resisting and criticising you
and your words. Therefore, resolve in
your hearts to bear all these things with
patience and humility.” I am sure
Cornelius was consoled and encouraged
by this admonition.
Putting Down Roots
After only a month in Zimbabwe,
Cornelius was joined by another Irish
friar, Samuel Hanley, and together they
moved out of the Bishop’s residence to
live as a fraternity at Lochinvar. By the
following year, Boniface Gaynor and Jim
O’Byrne arrived on the scene, and these
two moved to the remote rural areas of
Zimbabwe — Charter (Chivhu) and
Buhera — to establish a central mission.
Today, these areas which these four
men established, have become the
principal and mother missions and
parishes for the friars of the Custody of
the Good Shepherd. St Francis of Assisi,
Waterfalls, as well as Murambinda and
Nharira Missions, are our main pastoral
centres and from there our numbers
were increased! From there the friars
would preach to the people of
Mashonaland, to chiefs and headmen,
young and old, men and women, rich
and poor, at their beer-drink gatherings,
at funerals and indeed at every occasion
they got an opportunity to evangelise.

Mostly they evangelised by their
way of life! Fr Tom Russell recalls in
his wonderful memoir, Mwerihari
Musings, how the presence and
pastoral style of the Irish Franciscans
made a deep impact on an old man
(non-Catholic for that matter) he had
given a lift to on his return to the
mission after a long hard day at some
outstation: “I have something to tell
you, Baba, (Father). I have been
observing you missionaries for some
time and what I want to say is Imi
vaRoma munokudza vanhu” (You
Romans have respect for people!) This

grows and gently moves forward with
vision as the young Zimbabwean
brothers increase in numbers. In the
past three years, five brothers have
made solemn vows, and seven brothers
have been ordained to priesthood…”
This year we are celebrating the growth
of this family, and indeed the hard
work, sacrifice and dedication of men
like Cornelius, Samuel Hanley, Boniface
Gaynor, Jim O’Byrne, and many others
who followed them later: wonderful
friars who saw the seed of faith in
Zimbabwe, and indeed the Gospel of
Christ in the way of Francis.

First local friar: Hilary Steblecki with Frs Paschal (Religious
Superior) and Kevin (Novice Director) at his Profession in 1977

quality in the friars attracted many to
want to be with them, to want to be
associated with them. After all it’s in
the nature of honey to attract!

Vocations
During the late 60s and early 70s, a
group of young local men, mainly from
the areas where the friars ministered,
felt called to join Religious life, but the
friars were prudent enough. They
referred them to the diocese, in an
effort to promote the local Church.
When the time was ripe the friars
welcomed some local men to this way
of life. In 1977 Fr Hilary Steblecki made
his First Profession. Since then the Lord
has made his family increase. As Liam
McCarthy shared in his Custos’ Report of
the 2007 Chapter: “Yes, the Custody

Drawn to This Crowd!
I look back some thirteen years ago and
marvel at what drew me to this crowd! I
remember the early 90s as I searched
for what I would do with my life. Like
Francis of Assisi, I prayed and searched:
“Lord, what do you want me to do?” I
wanted to be a friar minor, in the way
that I had heard and seen them living at
Nharira mission! I didn’t know much
about them then, and so in 1995 I
joined them at Nharira as a postulant.
What attracted me most to these men
was not what they said when they went
out to preach, since I had never heard
them preach anyway, but what I had
heard and read about them: their
respect for people, their simplicity, and
availability to the people. I also liked
their brown habit! It looked nice! I had
5

Waterfalls: Frs Alphonsus Ryan and Myles Russell
(Parish Priest) in the cloister of the friary, 1973.
heard a lot about these men who lived
together and go out to preach mostly in
the poor rural areas. That is what I
wanted and longed for with all my
heart, and that’s where I ended up. I
remember Br Stephen O’Kane who was
then the Vocations Promoter coming to
visit me where I was working, and I
remember the lovely chat we had; and
from then I made up my mind. I liked
what I heard him talking about.
When I joined the friars, the journey
was not easy at all. I was reminded
many times that: “This life is not meant
for boys but for men.” But when I look
back to those years, I smile and just say
to myself: “Those were the joys and
hardships of formation.” It was
necessary. Nonetheless, I won’t forget
one poem I got from one of my
formators as an encouragement in my
discernment. This really strengthened
me in a big way:

Baby babblings
delight a mother’s heart,
halting steps move her with pride.
My Creator,
listen, with a mother’s care
to my stuttering efforts,
seeking what is beyond words.
Look, with patient love,
at my stumbling attempts on
holiness path.
My weakness clings
to your strength.
My littleness hides in your glory!
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Companions: Frs Maxwell Jaya and
Christy Regan in 1993

When this particular formator gave
this poem to me, I am sure he didn’t
realise how much that poem would
impact on me. I am really grateful to
all my formators who have journeyed
with me throughout my search for
“what is beyond words!” When I was
given an opportunity to help out in
our formation programme with the
postulants, I realised how important
this ministry is to the Order, and
indeed to the Custody. I am eternally
grateful to all those whom I have
lived with at Nharira, Gandachibvuva,

Lusaka, Kevin Avenue, Nairobi, and
indeed all those I met along the way.
As I join the other friars in
celebrating half a century existence
of the Order in Zimbabwe, I strongly
feel due credit should be given to the
Irish Franciscans for their great
contribution. We have what we have
and are what we are today, thanks be
to God, because these men had a big
hand in it. May the Lord teach us
what we should do from now on as we
move on. May we be faithful to it to
the end! I

Youthful Days: Paschal Slevin, Walter Gallahue,
Christopher Connolly, Sean Gildea, Frank O’Flynn,
Mike McCarthy at Nharira Mission in 1971

Under
The Stars
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Nights sleeping alone
in the bush were not
uncommon for the late
Fr Jim (Berchmans)
O’Byrne, one of the
great pioneers of the
Zimbabwe mission.
In this article, written
for “St Anthony brief”
in 1961, he describes
such a night.

T

he pressure lamp hisses softly on
the branch of a tree behind me
and to the left, forming a
golden-silver pool of brightness, is the
Sabi Valley night. I write on the open
tailboard of a Land Rover resting on its
restraining chains; my seat is my Mass
box. When I raise my head the inside of
the canvas-covered lorry looks shady
and sleepy despite its smelly heat. All
around me the trees reach out and out
to the nearest African kraal, and then
30 miles farther to the nearest
European house, a Native
Commissioner’s office, lost in the bush.
Tonight the trees are silent; they
have just stopped their whispering.
Silent, too, are the mosquitoes that
plague one almost to cursing — the
whining dive-bombers are absent
tonight; the silent malaria-carrying
ones are the undisputed nuisance. It is
hot with the heat that comes before
rain. Even now at half-past-nine in the
evening it must be high in the eighties,
or even in the low nineties. Perspiration
drops regularly from my nose and
eyebrows. It has even managed to soak
through the two handkerchiefs, tied
around my neck, and join the rivulets
coursing downwards. My shirt is a
second skin….
Seven baptisms today, two Masses
and another girl tossed away her
“faith” to marry a pagan… a tough day.
The second Mass was at Romerehoto in
the heart of the koppies. Not a breath
of air… Did you ever think of the
physical strain involved in saying Mass?

Setting out:
The young Fr Jim
after receiving his
Mission Cross before
going to Africa
The second Mass today at 2.15 pm,
without a bit to eat since yesterday, was
tougher than the last 50 yards of a 440
race. And that is tough! Just after the
consecration, the leader, Paul, had got
bushed and was howling the offertory
prayers at the time. Then the short
four-inch candle just flickered and
doubled over. The heat was too much
for it. Strange what a psychological
effect it had on me. Just before it
keeled over I felt that I must do just
that. But when I saw the candle touch
its toes I felt revived. On other
occasions it has had the opposite effect.

The sharp smell of roasted flies
rises sharper still from the tilley lamp
where they are committing suicide by
the hundreds — and it is time to go to
bed. Tomorrow, two Masses, a dispute
with a catechist to be straightened
out and a load of lime to be fetched
for Mutevere. But that is tomorrow.
Good night. God Bless you. Cool
breezes. And now for the canvascovered Land Rover. Too many
leopards about to sleep in the open
and I might not wake up when they
will hunt once more at the break of
dawn. I
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FR HUGH O’DONNELL, OFM, skimmed through the pages of The Chronicle,
the written record of the Franciscan mission to the then Southern Rhodesia
and looks at key events in the first ten years.

CHRONICLE:

THE FIRST YEARS

Different times: the Governor of Southern Rhodesia,
Sir Humphry Gibbs, arrives for the blessing of the
church of St Francis, Waterfalls, 2nd October 1960.

The Urban Scene
Franciscan friars in Zimbabwe trace their
roots and ancestors back to 11th April
1958, when Fr Cornelius Heffernan
arrived at Salisbury Railway Station. He
had travelled from South Africa with
orders to prepare for a Franciscan
foundation and parish at Waterfalls. By
the time a second Irish friar, Fr Samuel
Hanley, arrived a month later, a house
was being purchased at 13 James Martin
Avenue, Lochinvar. The Chronicle
records: “The parish consists of
Lochinvar, Southerton, Ardbennie,
Parktown and Waterfalls. Houghton Park
is part of it too, but as yet is
uninhabited. The area is one of the
poorest in Salisbury, and is also a very
controversial spot, due to the proximity
of two African locations, Harare and
Highfields.” Prophetic words! Contact
with Catholics was slow and difficult, as
parochial work began. “Our weekly
income is £3 odd, and the running of the
house, and later a car, is a bit of a
worry.”
8

The TMB hall in Parktown (today the
clinic) soon became the Mass centre for
that area, with good crowds attending —
“There are hopes here.” Inquiries were
made about a site on Beatrice Road,
Waterfalls, where the church and friary
were eventually built. Fr Cornelius was a
tough and gifted organiser. The church
was blessed on 2nd October 1960 — a
solemn and major event in colonial
Salisbury!

The Rural Scene
However, the Irish Minister Provincial, Fr
Hubert Quinn, and Fr Urban O’Sullivan,
Custos in South Africa, had more than a
white parish in Salisbury in mind. May
1959 saw the arrival of Boniface Gaynor,
and Jim O’Byrne to get a new mission
area, the most southern part of the
Archdiocese. It consisted of Charter and
Buhera, “where for a number of years
there have been Catholic schools, but no
central mission.” Both were practical
and hard-working men and, with their
South African experience, were soon

involved with officialdom for church sites
and residences for roving missionaries.
With the arrival of Sean Gildea and
Richard Clancy on 20th November 1960,
(the first friars directly from Ireland),
language studies begin to feature.
Building of the church at Enkeldoorn
(now Chivhu) began in May 1961
supervised by Boniface. Leasing and
building at Gandachibvuva, on a more
modest scale, was begun in July 1961 by
Jim. September 1961 saw the arrival in
Salisbury of Francis (Tarcisius) Hand and
Kevin Kinnane, the latter to serve as
General Secretary of the Rhodesian
Bishops’ Conference for almost the next
15 years.
In January 1962 Boniface took over
an already established mission at Wedza,
“from Frs Boechenhoff, Regis
Chigwedere, Isidore Chikore and Brother
Conway SJ.” It was intended that
Richard Clancy take over as Principal of
the school but this did not happen due
to his long illness. Sadly he died on 5th
May 1962 at St Anne’s Hospital, aged 29.
However, numbers continued to increase
with Des O’Malley, Ultan McCaffrey,
Paschal Slevin and Michael (Humilis) Lee
all arriving in 1962.
June 1963 was a good month for Jim
O’Byrne when his church at Murambinda
was blessed on 4th June and named
after Richard, and that of St Clare at
Buhera on the following day. Tributes to
his energy, zeal, and hands on approach!
in September 1963 Martin Wright
arrived to be Parish Priest at Waterfalls.
He came from South Africa as did other
Irish friars in subsequent years:
Columbanus Timmons, Frank O’Flynn,
Francis Kerrigan, Alphonsus Ryan and
Myles Russell. Most served in Waterfalls
though Frank also worked in the mission
area and Francis was to become
Religious Superior. The relationship
between Waterfalls and the mission area
was sometimes strained. A twice-yearly
payment of £100 was paid to the former
in lieu of what “the missionaries” were
consuming during their stays in the friary
in Waterfalls!
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Rapid Expansion
While bricks and cement were never far
from those pioneers, meetings of various
kinds were increasingly inevitable. Some
of these were with the headmen and
chiefs regarding schools and school sites,
meetings to prepare for Murambinda
hospital, to be run by the Little Company
of Mary Sisters. Fr Boniface had an
important meeting on 31st January 1964
at Archbishop`s House with the District
Commissioner, chiefs and councillors
concerning a secondary school at Wedza.
He was so enraged by what he heard,
that he drove through a red traffic light
on finishing the meeting and was caught
by the police doing so. February 1964
saw the welcome arrival of Philip
Timmons, John McClintock and
Christopher Connolly for the mission
area. October brought Tom Russell and
Juniper O’Brien from Ireland, whose
contributions were to extend over many
decades. By December 1964 Boniface
had his secondary school at Assisi up and
ready for pupils to begin in January
1965. Hugh O’Donnell arrived from
Ireland on 20th October 1965, followed
closely by Frank O’Flynn from South
Africa and Donchadh O Huallachain from
Ireland.

On 11th November 1965
Music man:
Ian Smith broke with Britain
with the Unilateral
Fr Des O’Malley
Declaration of Independence
often provided the
(U.D.I.) This development
entertainment
hastened the struggle for
liberation.
In January 1966 Mt St
Mary’s Wedza Secondary
School Form One began, due
to the initiative of Paschal
Slevin. Paschal was
proceeding with the school
expansion, new outstations,
present. First items on agenda: shortage of
agricultural schemes, and workshop with
manpower; rate of development of
almost unlimited energy. June 1966 saw
mission; quality rather than quantity. The
the district of Marandellas (now
minutes read: “Avoid the repetition of the
Marondera) taken over from the Jesuits.
statistical Church of former times. If
It consisted of an urban parish, African
Birchenoff Bridge cannot be provided with
township, outstations and Nagle House, a
a mission at present, it should not cause
secondary boarding school run by the
undue concern.” On 13th June 1968 Walter
Irish Presentation Sisters. John
Gallahue and Michael McCarthy arrived
McClintock was the first Franciscan
from Ireland. In December 1968 the first
Parish Priest. December 1966 brought the
four LCBL Sisters came to Gandachibvuva
arrival of three Chigwell Sisters to Assisi
with two more due in February as nurses
Secondary School, Nharira, an
for the clinic, due to be opened July 1969.
arrangement that was only to last for
A busy first ten years! The new
three years.
Franciscan mission to the country had put
On 17th March 1968 there was a
down deep roots. The friars were here to
Council Meeting with Fr Celsus O’Brien,
stay! I
the Minister Provincial from Ireland,

Historic photo: The visit of the Minister General to then Salisbury, May 1970. Front row, left to right:
Philip Timmons, Sean Gildea, Francis Kerrigan (Religious Superior) Minister General, Fr Constantine Koser
(Minister General), Fergus Barrett (Custos from South Africa), Donchadh O Huallachain, Humilis (Michael) Lee,
Paschal Slevin. Back row: Juniper O’Brien, Martin Wright, Walter Gallahue, Boniface Gaynor,
Christopher Connolly, Frank O’Flynn, Francis Hand, Hugh O’Donnell, Seamus Cullen, Ultan McCaffery.
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Forming the
Next Generation

W

hen I arrived in Zimbabwe in
September 1989 the present
Custos, Fr Emmanuel, had
just completed his novitiate the week
before, so that puts in perspective how
long I've been around. I arrived here
knowing that I knew nothing and that
was a very good place to start! Each day
I prayed for wisdom and patience —
commodities I was rather scarce of! I
was now in a world very different from
anything I'd known up to that point.
Early in 1990 I was asked to teach
English to a group of young men who
hoped to eventually join us. By August
of that same year I was appointed
Director of Postulants at Nharira and so
began my adventure in the work of
formation!
At Nharira then I lived with Fr Philip
Timmons and Br Juniper O'Brien, both of
these men older than my father! I was
blessed in each of these friars: Philip
full of energy and an outstanding
example of enthusiasm for the
Franciscan life, and Juno a source of
wisdom, an example in prayer and the
possessor of a great sense of humour.
After just one year Philip was replaced
by Fr Kevin Kinnane, a gentle, holy
man.
My first group of postulants were
three in number. Surprisingly, all
survived the postulancy; within six
months of the novitiate, however, all
three were gone! Those early years
were difficult; so many came and so
many went again. In the years I've been
in formation work I have had over 70
young men in my care. Out of that
number we only have 18 still with us.
Not for the Faint-Hearted
Another fount of wisdom for me was Fr
Sean Gildea, Director of Novices in
Marondera. Sean and I worked well
10

BR STEPHEN O’KANE looks back on many
years working in the formation programme
with young friars.

Wise guide: Br Stephen with postulants at Nharira mission in 1994

together (despite his having sent home
the first batch mentioned above, whom
I had passed on to him!) I learned so
much from Sean about what the work of
formation involved and about the

Rural setting:
Fr Oscar and
his novices
at
Gandachibvuva

culture of the Shona people. I was also
lucky to connect with a number of local
Sisters who in sharing how they did
their work, encouraged and guided me
in the same. But I suppose I learned
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most of all by just doing it. There is no
teacher like experience. I pay tribute to
those early postulants — in a sense my
guinea pigs, who were patient and
forgiving — trusting me as best they
could. Mistakes I made aplenty.
Hopefully, I sometimes also learned
from those mistakes, apologised and
didn't repeat them.
I found that working in a culture
which was not my own was a
complication, but, at the end of the
day, I came to see that people deep
down are the same everywhere. We all
want to be appreciated, listened to,
trusted and treated fairly. Perhaps the
hardest part of my work was that of
telling a brother he could not continue
with us. This was difficult in that it
usually causes the man himself pain to
have to go. It also upsets his peers in
the group and sometimes disappoints
some of the senior friars who had
expectations for this particular fellow.
Formation work is not for the fainthearted or the overly sensitive! One
normally doesn't score too highly on the
popularity stakes. I want to say in
passing, however, that in only two or
three cases have we had to ask a man
to leave because of bad behaviour. In
all the other cases it was just that the
formators believed he was in the wrong
place. This "feeling," the fruit of
experience, was often very hard to
measure and difficult to communicate
to the one being asked to go. This
responsibility of saying "No" however,
tough and all as it can be to do, is the
unavoidable duty of the formator. To
run away from that will simply result in
a harvest of thorns.
Happiest Memories
Among my happiest memories of
formation work are the following:
G When a brother would trust me with
something about himself that he had
never told anyone before and in so
sharing would come to know and
love himself better, thereby
becoming a freer man;
G Teaching — I had some good fun in
class over the years and a
tremendous fulfilment in leading the
postulants to another level of
knowledge about God, themselves

Marondera: Fr Sean in the 1980s. Sean was Novice Director for ten
years in Marondera and Gandachibvuva. The first novitiate and
garden in Marondera was the gift of the Presentation Sisters.

and the world — and, I might add,
the learning wasn't all one way.
G The great liturgies we sometimes
had with shared prayer, singing and
the drums; festive meals and
barbeques; Professions and
Ordinations:
G There was a great feeling of
satisfaction for me in witnessing a
brother making his Profession —
whether First, but particularly Final
Profession. And I have had a
justifiable pride in celebrating so far
seven Ordinations of former
postulants. It is always a humbling
and happy occasion for me to see

one of the friars say Mass for the
first time.
In February 2005 I was asked to take up
a different responsibility in Holy Trinity
College. While I wasn't fully freed from
formation work (that didn't happen until
August 2007) I was no longer Director of
Postulants nor was I Director of
Vocations. On leaving Nharira where I
had spent so many years, what gave me
greatest joy was the fact that I was
being replaced as formator and as
Vocations Director by two local friars
who themselves had been my
postulants. That is progress: that is the
way forward! I

On the move: celebration in Waterfalls, Harare, in 1997
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Walter6s
First
Year

FR WALTER GALLAHUE is
now a veteran missionary
with a deep grasp of the Shona
language and culture. But in an
article for “St Anthony brief”
in 1969 he tells of his
first-year struggles.

Some time over a year ago, Fr Michael
McCarthy and I received our mission
crosses from Fr Hugh Daly in Limerick
and, shortly after, came to Rhodesia. It
was supposed to be winter, and a cold
one at that, but still somewhat warmer
than a summer we had left behind. What
sort of year has it been? Perhaps the
best way to answer this question is to
take a few of the situations I have met
as they come to mind.
Up to Christmas we were studying
Shona, the language spoken in this area.
It was tough going but interesting. The
ability to communicate with the people,
even on a very limited scale, was a great
experience. They certainly give you
plenty of encouragement and notice
every effort. Even if one makes bad
mistakes, as I do and did, they don’t
mind if they can see you are trying.
Needless to say, this is a real spur to
keep at it. My first conclusion after the
course was that I knew nothing. But far
from leading to frustration it only made
me try harder. Even after a year I still
don’t speak it well but I can manage a
sermon and ordinary conversation. The
people are kind and have a wonderful
sense of courtesy.
My first appointment was
Gandachibvuva where I didn’t do much
because of the shortness of my stay and
the language difficulty. In February I
went to Mount St Mary’s Mission and
after a while went around a few outstations with Fr Philip Timmons. The
Shona was improving a bit, and anyway I
knew that I would be looking after these
places on my own from April when Fr
Philip would go to Ireland for a hardearned rest.
12

Name sake: a young Walter at the religious profession of
Sr Walter, a Precious Blood Sister, Macheke

Just before Easter Frs Sean Gildea
and Thomas Russell asked me if I would
do the Easter Ceremonies in a rather
remote area but with a good number of
Christians. I hadn’t bargained for this
but I went. When I arrived on Holy
Thursday there was a good crowd but I
spent too long hearing Confessions and
was late starting ceremonies. Many of
my men for washing of the feet had
travelled over rough roads and fields in
bare feet so the ceremony had
significance. Some tried to get both feet
into the basin but I solved that. I
finished in the dark and firmly resolved
to start earlier next day.
After a good night’s sleep, in a
classroom, I realised I had brought no
basin so I had to use the small frying pan
instead. We got through the ceremony
that day with reasonable success except
that my readers did a bunk when we
knelt down during the pause in the
reading of the Passion. After hurried
negotiations we got them out again.
Holy Saturday was a bit of a headache
and some of my careful instructions
seem to have been misunderstood. It is
hard to get the significance of the

lighted Easter Candle on a sunny
afternoon at three o’clock in a field.
Still we got through it and about 150
people received Holy Communion. My
explanations didn’t help much but we
finished in good form, and there was a
lot of the grace of God and good will.
Next year should be better!
Since Fr Philip went home I have
been doing the outstations and am
getting to know the people. It takes
time but the more one sees, the more
ideas one gets on how to cope. Of
course the shortage of priests here is
terrible and to do a really good job is
impossible, at least in human terms.
Still it is great work and the grace of
God is abundant here. There are many
moments of real happiness and gratitude
for the wonders of God. An area the size
of Munster with only twelve priests
cannot be served properly, even with
the greatest zeal. The first year has
been tough but happy. There has been a
big effort to learn the language and
understand the people. This effort must
go on but one no longer feels a
complete outsider and there are real
signs of getting someplace. I

The years go by:
an older Walter
preaches at a
rural funeral
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FR SEAN GILDEA,
who spent 43 years
in Zimbabwe,
remembers the
early days.
Tastes good: Sean at beer-drink in 1967

With the People Under a Tree

W

hen I came in 1960 there were
just two friars, Jim O’Byrne
and myself, serving a very
large rural area between Chivhu and
Birchenoff Bridge, an area about 190km
long and 80km wide, with only some dirt
roads through the bush. We did not have
any dwelling place. There was no mission
built then. I am not into buildings but
buildings are up now and that’s great. I
was into being with the people under a
tree with a catechism. That is where I
wanted to be and was mostly.
I am into freedom in a very big way.
It is one of the reasons I went out to
Zimbabwe. I thought there was a whole
place to be free there. When Jim
O’Byrne went into areas where there
were very few white people, whites
who never greeted any black person,
Jim started shaking hands with people.
Some of the older people told me
afterwards that this was a great
gesture of acceptance for them and it
brought freedom. We used to greet
everyone. At that time there was
plenty of time to talk with people. Now
we can get tied up with structures. We
have less time to sit down, listen to the
old guys telling stories and drinking
homemade beer with them. I got the
Shona language well very early on, and
that helped tremendously.

One of the things that always
impressed me was the love that the
people have for the Bible. They are
willing to pay much to get a Bible. I
made arrangements in Gandachibvuva
Mission that if they didn’t have money
they could bring a chicken for the
Bible. A chicken would not pay for the
Bible now but it paid for it at that
time.

I have great hopes for the future
of the Franciscan friars in Zimbabwe.
St Francis seems to have a
tremendous attraction for everyone.
There is a great interest in St Francis
and the Order. The young friars we
have show great enthusiasm. They
are interested in their studies and
also in communicating the Gospel to
people. I

Training: Leaders’ Course at Jesuit-run Silveira House in 1978.
Kevin Kinnane, Hugh O’Donnell, Sean Gildea and
Noel Cahill stand at the back.
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War Memories

Farewell: Paschal at Harare airport on 4th October 1977,
being deported by the Smith regime

O

n weekdays, the normal time for
Mass in Mount St Mary Mission,
Wedza was at 5.30 pm. On my
way from the church to supper, I was
approached by two young men, both of
whom I recognised. We greeted each
other and one of them said: “The
Comrades wish to see you.” I asked if
there was some trouble. “One of the
Comrades has been wounded.” “Where is
he?” I asked. They did not know. I told
the young men to wait until I made some
enquiries and perhaps then I might
accompany them. I talked to the Tutor
Sister, Sr Bridget Kelly, LCM. She agreed
to go out with me and do what she
could. We ate our supper quickly, gave
some food to the two young chaps and
went to the hospital to meet Matron
Mugweni. This young African woman had
attended our secondary school. She had
gone on to do nursing and climbed the
ladder and was now Matron of the
mission hospital. We told her the
situation. “How many of them have come
in?” she asked. “None of the Comrades,
but they have sent two young men, both
of whom we recognise as messengers of
‘the Boys’” — the term we normally used
in referring to the freedom fighters.
Immediately she advised us not to move
outside the mission. “This could be a
trap to kill you. Those two young men
could have been taken in by the Army,
tortured and now sent to you to set you
14

up. Don’t go unless the Comrades
themselves come in for you.” A wise
head on young shoulders!

Almost Trapped
Of course this could well have been the
case. In fact, it did happen previously
when two “boys” came to me looking for
medicines late at night. I went to the
hospital with them and got what they
needed from the hospital authorities.
The following night I met two of the
freedom fighters and asked them if the
medicines they received had helped.
They looked at one another and said they
had not asked for any medicines the
night before! Two of the army who were
very familiar with the way of the
guerrillas had been sent in to ask for
help to test us. The law of the country
was that anyone knowing anything about
the presence of the “terrorists” was
bound to report this immediately to
either the police or the army. The trap
was clear. Early next morning I went to
the police to report the presence of the
terrorists. From the reaction of the
police it was clear that they had set up
the trap in collaboration with the army. I
was politely thanked for the information
and allowed to go.
This night I return to the mission,
called the two young men and told them
that unless the Comrades came in
themselves there was no way I could

FR PASCHAL SLEVIN,
who was deported by
the Smith regime,
recalls an episode
during the struggle for
independence in
Zimbabwe.

help. They departed. I knew their basecamp was about one hour’s walking time
from the mission, so they could be back at
about 9.30 pm if it was a genuine call for
assistance. A curfew had been imposed a
few months prior to this, but the main
thoroughfares in the mission grounds were
exempt and we could move about within
the mission after dark. However, to go
outside the mission was looking for
trouble. The army’s instructions were to
shoot anything that moved. In fact, quite
a large number of people had been shot
and killed, many of them coming from
beer-drinks.
We waited patiently for the coming of
the Comrades. Ten o’clock passed without
any sign of them. At eleven we decided to
go to rest. This was a time of great
anxiety and uncertainty at the mission and
we were acutely aware that a refusal to
help the Comrades often drew down their
wrath and ended in killings. We had every
reason to be anxious.
Password
Some time after the freedom fighters
infiltrated the Wedza area, I got word
from them that my name had been put on
a “hit-list” along with the names of nine
others. They asked me to leave the
mission for some time. Some members of
the ten went away to visit relatives! As
tension was high I felt that I could not be
away from my community. I agreed with
the “boys” that I would not venture out of
the house after dark and that if they
wished to visit us they would let us know
their presence by the use of a password.
Hopefully, this would eliminate unwelcome
guests!
This night we eventually did hear
movement outside and then heard the
knock on the door, followed by the
password. When I opened the door they
entered and I told them that we had
arranged to go out and treat the patient.
No so easy, they told us. The place where
the Comrade was hiding was at least a
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nothing happened the previous
night. Any behaviour out of the
ordinary would have drawn
attention and there were many
who would give information to
the army and police in
exchange for a few dollars.
There were many informers
and when they were
discovered they were dealt
with by the gun.
Unfortunately, wrong
information was often given to
the Boys and innocent people
were killed. One of the
tragedies of war!
To this day, few people
know about that night. Such
experiences were wisely kept
Terrible times: land-mine explosion in 1977 in which Sr Noreen Nolan LCM quiet. Two months later I got
my deportation order from the
was injured. Fr Philip and Sr Catherine O’Connell with local people.
then Rhodesian Government. I
was
ordered
to leave the country by 4th
two-hour trek over quite rough ground.
and a wick. The foot looked really angry
October
1977,
the feast of our Holy
He was not in fact at the base-camp,
— very swollen and oozing. The wound
Father
Francis.
The night before I left a
which was much closer to the mission.
had been inflicted two days earlier. It
group
of
the
Boys
came to say goodbye
“Well, if we don’t go we cannot help!”
was very painful to touch. The nurses
and
among
them
was
our friend who had
Having been assured of our willingness to
commenced their work and continued
received
medical
attention
in the
help, two of them accompanied me to
solidly for two hours cleaning, suturing
mountains.
He
removed
the
boot and
the hospital where we told Sr Bridget
and bandaging. The torch was a welcome
sock
and
presented
a
foot
that
was
and Matron Mugweni of the situation.
boost to the light from the tin.
almost
completely
healed.
I
brought
him
Both of them volunteered to come. We
A cup of tea from the woman of the
to
the
hospital
to
show
Sr
Bridget
and
collected what equipment the ladies
house was more than welcome. It turned
Matron Mugweni the result of their
thought would be necessary. The
out that she was known to me. The Boys
handiwork. Sadly, a year later the same
wounded man had been shot through the
were hunted like hares by dogs as the
man was killed in combat. But in the
foot.
soldiers combed the area almost daily,
meantime he played his part in the
By now it was almost 11.00 pm and
often engaging in skirmishes with bands
struggle
for the liberation of his country.
we had to be back in the mission by
of Boys. How on earth, we wondered,

sunrise at 5.00 am. There were eleven of
us, including eight heavily armed
Comrades. They had automatic rifles,
plus small arms and one of them carried
a bazooka. Little did the three of us
know what we were letting ourselves in
for. There was little walking! The trek
was taken at a trot’s pace. The Boys
knew from friends within the army that
the security forces were not in the area
that night. We hoped the information
received was trustworthy! However, as a
precaution we could not use torches and
we moved along as silently as possible.
The Guerrilla Hide-Out
After two hours of this fast travelling we
eventually came to the hide-out in the
mountains. We had literally climbed a
mountain. The Boys were stationed all
around on the ready with guns pointed.
We were shown into a kraal that was
very dimly lit with a make-shift light
made of a small tin containing paraffin

could wounded Comrades be sheltered
and kept hidden. We were shown that
night. The round kraal had a bed on one
side and under this bed was an old mat
for sleeping on. Underneath the mat was
a trap-door leading down to the dug-out,
with two beds. Into this the injured was
placed any time an army raid took place.
The Boys used the caves and thick bush
for cover on such occasions. Slits in the
trap-door allowed sufficient air for
breathing. Ingenious!
By the time we got the cuppa into us
it was three o’clock and time to head
back to the mission. The Boys would
come with us half-way since they needed
to get back to their cover before sunrise.
I remember giving my knee an
unmerciful bang against a boulder as we
descended the mountain, but there was
no time to look to see what damage had
been done. I just had to walk and walk
fast. We arrived at the mission as the sun
rose and went about our daily work as if

This article was first published in “St
Anthony brief” February/March 1992.

Snapshot –
The Liberation War
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Entry in the Chronicle,
6th February 1979
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FIRST
MASS

Beyond Masvingo we left the
tarmacadam,
And travelled through the bush —
as darkness fell,
following the star that led us to
the Mission — Berejena.
Then in the morning light we
journeyed on
Across the rocks and bridges —
wild and lonely.
We passed the school, the soil
from which he came,
Until we saw the place…
Wild with delight they came to
meet us
Enwrapping our Toyota Camel with
multicoloured cloths.
We had arrived — the cooking pots
bubbling with the sadza
A simple shelter — as many years
before,
Became the place of Birth…..
“This is My Body…”
The young with smiling faces
jostled for a view
The old with wisdom in their faces,
Gathered like the shepherds
‘neath the trees
And watched the celebration of
the Mass.
The young girls danced before the
Ark —
A moment in time gathered all the
strands of Faith
And linked them through the years,
finding that moment when He said
“Do this in memory of me”
First Mass — the first of many
down the years
Baba Hosea — ad multos annos!

— Liam McCarthy, OFM
3rd June 2007
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ordained by
Anointing: Nicholas Banhwa is
rare in 2006
Archbishop Robert Ndlovu of Ha

Proud parents: Fr Hosea Musengiw
a with his mother
and father on his Ordination day
, 2007.

THE GIFT
OF WATER
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Fr Jim Hasson recalls an
episode in the long missionary
life of Fr Philip Timmons.

I

first arrived in Zimbabwe to begin
my Franciscan ministry in May 1993.
Within a few weeks of my arrival I
was living at St Anthony’s Mission. The
mission is in a poor rural area called
Gandachibvuva. There the
people live in family villages
and survive on subsistence
farming. Over many years,
since the Franciscans arrived
in the early sixties, the friars
have helped to provide some
basic needs for the people of
the area such as: assistance in
health care, education, seed
maize, coffins and food in
times of drought, and of course
many spiritual services, and
instructions in the faith.
Through this integral service
of the Good News, the people
have been supported in body
and soul. In the spirit of
collaboration the friars have
also received much needed
support from the people. Much
has been written in Church
documents on collaboration.
However, a Zimbabwean proverb
expresses best the motivation in
the hearts of the people of
Gandachibvuva in their work with
one another and with the friars:
Chara chimwe hachitswanyi inoda
(“One thumbnail alone does not crush a
louse”) i.e. many hands make light
work.
On my arrival at Gandachibvuva, Fr
Philip Timmons was the Parish Priest. At
that time Philip, with the assistance of
an engineer from Holland, had just
completed a water project. The project
was to provide the mission clinic and the

Rainy season: river in full flood

people of the area with clean, safe
drinking water from the Mwerihari river.
To pump the water from the river a rampump was installed. To this day the
pump is in good working order. It is

Tireless missionary:
Philip celebrates Mass at an
outstation of Gandachibvuva

driven by the flow of the river passing
through the mechanism of the pump.
This flow of water provides the natural
energy for the water to be pumped to
two 2,000 litre cement reinforced steel

water tanks. The water in the first tank
is then purified through a sand filtering
process. The theory is that the bacteria
in the sand kills the bacteria in the
water thus providing safe,
clean, sparkling drinking water
from the taps.
Philip and I, with the local
people, planned an opening
ceremony of the new water
system. In preparation for the
ceremony we carried out an
inspection of the project to
make sure all was in order. As
we stopped by the ram-pump
at the edge of the river the
natural sounds of wildlife and
the flow of the river invited
us to be still — even the
sound of the ram-pump
seemed to be one with the
sounds of nature. As the
energy of the river drove the
pump it sounded about
every two seconds like a
strong African drum beat.
Philip looked at me and
said: “That’s the heartbeat
of St Anthony’s Mission.”
At the opening
ceremony Philip expressed
with heartfelt thanks a
deep gratitude to the many
donors from Ireland and
other countries that made the water
project possible. Sadly in 1999 Philip
passed away. May he rest in peace!
Philip can be justly proud of
Gandachibvuva’s water project; for to
this day the heartbeat of St Anthony’s
Mission can be heard, letting the people
know that they have clean water to
drink. I
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A Very Personal View
The Presentation Sisters are among the many different groups of Sisters
the friars have worked with in Zimbabwe through the years.
SR MAUREEN MOORHOUSE, PBVM, remembers the friars she has known.

"S

aint Francis, you are the
mirror of the shining face of
God's love for His people." So
begins a Shona hymn in praise of
Francis. The first time I remember
adverting to St Francis was when I was
studying Medieval History for A Level as
a schoolgirl. Our teacher was fresh from
Oxford, young and full of enthusiasm.
History was my main interest in life then
and I remember vividly after a history
lesson in which I had just written, as it
was dictated: "Francis gave up
everything, absolutely everything to wed
Lady Poverty" and sitting amazed in the
sunny classroom unaware of anyone
around. However it was not until I came
to Rhodesia that I met Franciscans. In
Marondera, which subsequently became
a Franciscan Parish, I met over the years
the following friars: Frank O'Flynn, John
McClintock, Tom Russell, Ultan
McCaffrey, Desmond O'Malley, Cathal
O'Flanagan, Hugh O'Donnell and Walter
Gallahue.
But my first memory is of Sean
Gildea. Sean was stationed nearby at
the time and soon after I arrived he
came one evening on a motorcycle and
sat with us at recreation, reading aloud
passages from Brendan Behan. We had
many other evenings with him and he
was very ready to instruct us in the
theology we had not received,
encouraging us to study with a
correspondence course, first in Scripture
and then theology guided by the
Dominicans in South Africa. It was
through Sean that we actually began to
use the Bible, to read the Word of God
rather than meditations and reflections
on it. To encourage us further he gave
each of us a copy of the newly
published, Good News for Modern Man.
It was a turning point for us. We had
many Franciscan retreats, so nearly
every friar, at some time or other, gave
us one and we have many colourful
memories of these men.
18

A new baby: Sr Anunciata, LCM, at Murambinda hospital, 1960s.
Now in her 90s, Sister lives in Dublin.

Perhaps the most colourful friar of all
was Frank O'Flynn. While Parish Priest in
Marondera he launched instructions on
Vatican II and was so enthusiastic about
it that we called him V2; it seemed he
couldn't talk of anything else! I really
believe no other group got such a course
in what happened at the Vatican
Council. Not only did he take several of
the documents and analyse, dissect and
interpret them, enabling us to see the
far-reaching implications for the Church

and the world, but he dramatised the
participants, re-enacted their conflicts
and triumphs so that not only did we
have a chance to become familiar with
the documents but we got to know the
outstanding personalities involved. It
was a unique experience.
Chiota
For the ten years I worked in Chiota I
had a close connection first with Fr
Eamonn O'Driscoll and then with the

Congregations of Sisters the Friars
have worked with in Zimbabwe

NAME
PLACE
Chigwell Sisters ......................................................Nharira
Dominicans ............................................................Waterfalls, Ardbennie
Franciscan Sisters of Perpetual Adoration ........Postulancy (Nharira)
Franciscan Sisters of the Divine Motherhood....Bulawayo
Little Company of Mary ......................................Harare, Wedza, Murambinda
Little Children of Our Blessed Lady ..................Nharira, Gandachibvuva,
Wedza, Chivhu, Murambinda
Mercy Sisters ..........................................................Nharira
Poor Clares ..............................................................Waterfalls
Precious Blood Sisters ..........................................Macheke
Presentation Sisters ................................................Marondera, Postulancy (Nharira)
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Third Order (Secular Franciscans) which became
the Jufra. As I went to most of the secondary
schools in the area to give religious instruction or
teach Bible Knowledge, it was possible to form a
Jufra group in each school though not so easy to
secure regular attendance as many activities and
lessons conflicted with it. There were some
wonderful headmasters who gave me maximum
consideration and were eager to help the
children. Where this coincided with Church
leaders who were very supportive, we could
provide some experience of faith-in-action, of
what it meant to be a Church on mission. Of
course, in the process I got to know more about
Franciscan spirituality and the young members
learnt how to support each other in their faith.
They planted trees; they propagated the Rosary;
they visited the sick and some became
missionaries in their own way — training to
catechise youth; they helped the poor. Time and
again they told me how much they loved St
Francis because he cared so much for the poor. It
is probably the trips beyond the confines of their
daily life that they will remember however; to
Mutemwa with its reminders of John Bradburne;
the course they did in the game park with the
animals all around — the buck, the mongoose
family assembled in a row to be fed; the
waterbuck, the ostrich and the wildebeest. They
had great celebrations and parties (I learnt a
party was dancing all night in the Church at
Easter or Christmas, not food or drink!) I wonder
what remains of their efforts: their generosity
and creativity, their fun, their games, their songs
and dramatisation. They certainly walked many
miles to attend meetings and worked hard to
carry out their promises to help others.
Postulants
I had the opportunity of teaching the Franciscan
postulants at Nharira Mission for five years which
was also very interesting. These young men were
very open and eager to learn. There can be few
experiences better for a teacher than that one's
students should discover for themselves the heart
of one's message and this the postulants
sometimes did. I shared community with Fr
Walter Gallahue with his enthusiasm for Patrick
Kavanagh, his jokes and stories and his wise and
gentle advice; with Br Stephen O’Kane with his
great commitment to the postulants, his
organising ability and his generosity (he came
into his own in the kitchen on feastdays!); with
Br Juniper O’Brien who had the wisdom of years
and invested all of himself in community — a
rock, a pillar. Fr Liam McCarthy too I got to know
from his regular visits to Nharira as a gentle
guide, always noticing the beauty around him. It
was a great privilege to have been able to gaze
into the mirror that was Francis. I

Novitiate: Sr Maureen with Fr Sean Gildea and
novices in Marondera, 1985

Sing along: Br Shepherd Dzvairo with Sr John, LCBL and
Sr Teresa LCBL, Nharira Mission, in the early 1990s.

Bulawayo: Fr Donchadh O Huallachain with
Sr Clara, FMDM and Sr Eileen, FMDM
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IRISH FRANCISCANS
WHO SERVED
IN ZIMBABWE
(with year of arrival in the country)

Cornelius Heffernan
Samuel Hanley
Boniface Gaynor
Jim O’Byrne
Richard Clancy
Sean Gildea
Kevin Kinnane
Francis Hand
Des O’Malley
Ultan McCaffrey
Paschal Slevin
Michael Lee
Columbanus Timmons
Martin Wright
Christopher Connolly
John McClintock
Philip Timmons
Juniper O’Brien
Thomas Russell
Hugh O’Donnell
Frank O’Flynn
Donchadh O Huallachain
Francis Kerrigan
Walter Gallahue
Mick McCarthy
Seamus Cullen
Conrad McEvoy
Christy Regan
Myles Russell
Alphonsus Ryan
Noel Cahill
Cathal O’Flanagan
Eamonn O’Driscoll
Eugene Barrett
Stephen O’Kane
Michael Nicholas
Jim Hasson
Francis Cotter
Joe MacMahon
Liam McCarthy
Hugh Gallagher
Lomán MacAodha
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1958
+1978
1958
+1982
1959
+1995
1959
+1993
1960
+1962
1960
1961
+1999
1962
+1986
1962
+2000
1962
1962
1962
+2000
1963
+1979
1963
+1997
1964
1964
+2006
1964
+1999
1964
1964
1965
1965
+1982
1965
+2000
1966
+1988
1968
1968
1970
1970
+1999
1971
1973
1973
+1976
1975
1981
+2000
1985
1986
1989
1990
1993
1994
2000
2001
2002
2004-2007
(visiting lecturer
to Holy Trinity
College)

Minister General:
2001
visit of Fr Giacomo Bini in April

FRANCISCANS FROM
OTHER COUNTRIES

Francois Lufuluabo
Giovanni Reid
Francisco Galvez Perez
Thomas Bialowas
Oskar Pozdzik
Oswald Jasielski
Leslaw Zachura
Francisco Alvarez
Marino Zucchinali
Oscar Perez
Joe O’Toole
Gesla Marceli

Congo
USA
Spain
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Mexico
Italy
Argentina
Scotland
Poland

Alois Chinhanga

1972-1982

DIOCESAN PRIEST

1975
1982
1995
1995
1995
1997
1998
2002
2002
2002
2005
2007

The trio: Leslaw, Oskar and Xavier
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Custody of the Good
Shepherd, Zimbabwe - 2008
ZIMBABWE

Friars listed in order of
Religious Profession:
Juniper O’Brien

Walter Gallahue
Liam McCarthy

Stephen O’Kane

Joe O’Toole

Maxwell Jaya

Emmanuel Musara

Thomas Makamure

Alfigio Tunha

Xavier Mukupo

Nicholas Banhwa
Fanuel Magwidi

Stephen Office

Yawo Francis Zogli

(Province of Incarnate Word, Togo)

Anthony Atema

(Province of St Francis, Africa)
Hosea Musengiwa

Naison Manjovha
Tawanda Chirigo

Linous Mukumbuzi

Ndabaningi Sithole

Leadership team: Fr Emmanuel Musara, Custos, with
Counsellors Maxwell Jaya, Nicholas Banhwa,
Thomas Makamure and Joe O’Toole

Friars in Temporary Profession:

Onward Murape, Clemence Wiziki, Patience Tigere, Albert Mhari,
Francis Lembani, Raymond Kondo, Salicio Mukuwe, Tonderai Kandemiri.
_________________________________________________________________________

Postulants:

Desmond Mukoreka, Muquelisi Sibanda.
_________________________________________________________________________
Colin Garvey (lecturer in St Bonaventure College, Lusaka, since 2000).

Brothers all: gathering for Chapter 2007
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The Poor Clares:
The Family Grows

Arrival at Harare airport: Back – Rosario, Barbara, Gabrielle.
Front – Maria Cruz, Rachel, Therese.

The Poor Clare Community,
begun in 1985, was the first
contemplative community in
Zimbabwe. Now a
flourishing monastery, the
Sisters tell their story.

The 1980s saw the new Zimbabwe with
the already grown Franciscan tree, well
rooted in its soil. More than 25 years had
gone since the first Irish friars arrived
and were steadily proclaiming the Good
News to the Zimbabweans. It was time
for the Poor Clares to arrive! In 1983
three Poor Clares from the monastery in
Soria, Spain, visited Harare to make
initial plans for a new monastery under
the care of the friars. Two years later in
1985, when Fr David O’Reilly was
Minister Provincial in Ireland and Fr
Paschal Slevin the Superior in Zimbabwe,
a group of six Sisters arrived at Harare
Airport. Five Sisters were from Soria,
Spain. The sixth was Sr Gabrielle from
the Ennis community who came to help
out for a period. The Spanish Sisters had
been in Ireland, in the Galway and
22

Carlow Poor Clare communities, learning
English. The help, encouragement, love
and support that the Sisters received
from the communities of Ireland was a
real treasure that still continues to
enrich the community of Harare with
strong sisterly love. Several friars,
representing the nearby communities,
welcomed us to Harare on a warm,
bright afternoon on 18th February.
The arriving group nestled for the
first several months in the mountains of
Macheke with the Precious Blood Sisters,
a few kms from Marondera where the
friars were the parish clergy. It was
hoped that our monastery would be built
in the area of Marondera. But plans to
do so encountered considerable
difficulties. With great generosity the
friars offered their own first friary in
Waterfalls, Harare, to be the first
monastery of the Poor Clares. We
received the offer with gratitude and
joy. The friars built a small parish house
at the other side of the church. Fr
Paschal invited us to see the friary in
May. We could not believe our eyes; the
place was ideal for the cloister, the
building — almost too good for the Poor

Clares — with big space, big rooms and
windows, big garden… just ideal! Fr
Paschal laughed heartily, as he used to,
happy to be able to help the Sisters in
such a wonderful, unexpected way. The
little community continued to be
nourished by the love and care of so
many dedicated brothers who gave their
time, knowledge, wisdom and support to
help us to grow in the Spirit of the Lord.
Move to Harare
Just before the group moved to
Waterfalls there were visits to the
missions where our brothers are
working.There we experienced first hand
the joys and hardships that the friars
lived daily with their people, how
wonderfully they mixed with them! You
could notice at first sight how much
these people love, appreciate and trust
in their committed missionaries. Fr Philip
and Fr Hilary hosted us in Murambinda,
unforgettable memories of the
innumerable outstations they had and
especially their enthusiastic work. Br
Juniper, driving the group to
Gandachibvuva, explained the story of
the liberation war keeping his listeners
in amazement. It was a crucial
experience to take with us to the
enclosure! We would know what the
friars talk about concerning Murambinda
or Wedza or Nharira or Gandachibvuva.
We would have the picture and know for
whom or what we have to pray.
It was 1st November when the group
moved definitively to St Francis,
Waterfalls. Fr Hugh O’Donnell and Fr
Kevin Kinnane prepared a touching
reception with Sisters from all the
congregations and people of the parish
as well. After a welcoming cup of tea
with them all in the parish hall, we
entered in the church for a moving
liturgy before the exposed Blessed
Sacrament. After the Benediction, Fr
Hugh handed over the keys of the
convent to Mother Teresa. There was a
mixture of feelings at that moment… as
in every sowing, death and life comes
from the same thing.
Fr Kevin, of whom Bishop Prieto said
to the Sisters: “You will have another St
Francis there,” attended the Sisters,
joining with them every Sunday and
feasts for Evening Prayer, finishing with
Benediction. Time and again the doorbell
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rung and a surprised portress found just
a sack of potatoes or oranges or
mangoes… the donor gone. It took a
little time to discover the “mysterious
good hands” — Fr Kevin’s! One day he
brought a couple of very fat chickens
saying with his proverbial wit:
“Eh…eh…well…better you kill them
quickly so that they don’t become thin
like the Poor Clares.” Fr Hugh gave his
precious time to help the group with
English classes, pronunciation and
reading. It was a high standard, of
course, he was aiming at, and the sisters
appreciate this so much. It was the very
life of the brothers that motivated and
encouraged us the most. Fr Tom Russell
followed us as a parish priest, his
charismatic gift enriched our spiritual
journey. No matter how busy he was,
attending at times three places on
Sundays, he would not omit the talk in
the afternoon on the recollection days.
He brought to the parish very important
people like Sr Briege McKenna and Vicka
from Medjugorje, giving us the privilege
of hosting them, a source of great
delight for us.
Close Links
All our Provincial Ministers: Bishop
Fiachra, Fr Ulic and Fr Caoimhín,
Superiors and Custos have been

Sr Agnes, present

extremely good, making a
reality the “solicitude and
care” that Francis promised
to Clare and her daughters.
Fr Walter Gallahue followed
Fr Paschal in the service as
the first Custos and since he
was now stationed here, it
was possible for him to
accompany us in our
celebrations, directing
retreats, etc. When Fr Sean
took over the task, he
continued to come for
recollection days and
retreats, including prayerful
dance. The same with Fr
Francis Cotter. His deep
knowledge and insight of
Franciscanism enriched so
much our common charism
with courses and monthly
talks. He also enjoyed
taking part in the Divine
Office with us. Fr Joe
MacMahon continued to
Golden Jubilee: the Sisters with
bless us with his presence in
our liturgical prayer,
their beloved Fr Kevin
bringing along the novices,
under the scorching sun at times. Fr Liam
adding a new glow to it. Even when he
McCarthy was elected Custos in 2004. He
moved to the Holy Trinity College in
not
only came for our spiritual care but
Tafara he was able to come punctually to
also for weekly music and singing classes,
give us conferences after a long drive,
introducing the community to the
Gregorian chant as well. And now, Fr
Emmanuel Musara has taken the helm of
the fraternity. He has shown us already
his good disposition and great eagerness
to walk together the path of Francis and
Clare in close collaboration.
Our gratitude to all the Custos and
each one of the friars, most of them
with close links to our community. Many
names and faces, like a constellation
filling the sky, fill our hearts. Brothers,
being companions on the journey has
been great! As our previous Minister
General, Giacomo Bini, said so
beautifully: “Together we walk in holy
ground, in awe yet in confidence, as we
seek the One whose mercy has called us
and whose vision is our goal.” Shining
like gold is this 50th anniversary of your
beginnings — a challenge and
encouragement for the young
generation. We want to follow with you
in the steps of our Father St Francis and
Abbess, and Sr Maria
our Mother St Clare. I
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Together for Mission
Baobab chapel: Fr Hilary celebrates Mass
for 600 people at Chapanduka
outstation under a mighty
Baobab tree in 1980s

Planning: Fr Cathal (Charles) and
leaders at south-east
deanery meeting in
Marondera, 1994

Open air: Fr Tom preaches in a backyard in Southerton, Harare.
The community now has a new church in honour of St Clare.
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Models of Church:
Fr Sean at leaders training session

Coming together: a parish committee at
Nharira mission in 1990s.
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Looking Back in Gratitude…
Forward in Hope
O
ZIMBABWE

n 11th April 1958 Cornelius
Heffernan, joined the following
month by Boniface Gaynor and
Jim (Berchmans) O’Byrne, arrived in
Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), as it was
then called. So began the Irish Franciscan
Mission in that country. These three friars
were the forerunners of a long list of
friars who would travel to Southern
Rhodesia — later to be called Zimbabwe
— to spread the Good News of Jesus
Christ, and to begin the task of laying the
foundations for the presence of the Irish
Franciscans. Over the past fifty years
these friars, in collaboration with other
religious and lay people, gave dedicated
and enthusiastic service in building up the
Kingdom of God in that part of the world.
Last March elections took place in
Zimbabwe. In the media you will have
seen and heard what has taken place
since the elections. You will have
witnessed how democracy has been
trampled on, and the rights of the
majority of the people ignored. Reports
tell of violence and intimidation, people
beaten up, and picked up for
“correction”. It’s in that situation that
the friars, at the end of June, will
celebrate and commemorate the Golden
Jubilee of their arrival in Zimbabwe. We
will mark the event by paying tribute to
those who have gone before us. It will
be celebrated not in a triumphant way,
but in a spirit of gratitude to God for all
the blessings He has bestowed on the
friars during those years, and to the
people for granting them the
opportunity of ministering there.
This commemorative issue is an
attempt to capture in word and picture
some of the events and happenings of
the past fifty years. It will not capture
everything — but will give a flavour of
what has taken place and what was
achieved. It is a small token of
appreciation and thanks to you our
benefactors for your spiritual and
financial support over the past fifty
years. Without your goodness and
generosity very little would be achieved.

As a former Minister Provincial and now Director of
the Franciscan Missionary Union, FR ULIC TROY
has a great knowledge of Zimbabwe.

Support: Fr Ulic with Fr Emmanuel, Custos.

This special issue once again gives us the
opportunity of saying thanks to all those
friars, other religious and lay people for
their generous service and commitment
to the people of Zimbabwe during the
past fifty years. To all of you who
contributed articles, provided photos or
other material — I thank you for helping
us to produce this special issue.
Zimbabwe is still at a crossroads.
Now I ask your prayers for the people of
that country and for those elected to
civil office and authority; that they will

ensure that where there is darkness
there will be light, where there is
despair, hope and where there is
sadness, joy. Continue to pray for the
friars who are living there, and who are
entrusted with the task of carrying the
Christian message to the people in the
years ahead — in that they be given the
grace and strength to meet the
challenges and difficulties in a spirit of
faith and deep trust in God. We pray
that the next fifty years will be years of
peace and growth for all concerned. I

Welcome break:
Fr Tom Russell
and Fr Alois
Chinhanga
rest by
Gandachibvuva
waterfalls in
1973
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Members of the Family:
Secular Franciscans
The Secular Franciscan Order (SFO), formerly known as the Third Order, is an
integral part of the worldwide Franciscan family. With their Profession of the SFO
Rule, these men and women commit themselves to live St Francis’ Gospel vision in
their day-to-day lives, in their relationships and choices, in their homes and at
work. They are asked to bring their lives to the Gospel in reflection and prayer and
then bring the Gospel back to daily living. In Zimbabwe, Fr Philip Timmons was
central to the establishment of the Secular Franciscans in the country. He worked
tirelessly to set up fraternities, and was National Assistant from many years. The
most famous SFO member in the country was surely John Bradburne who cared for
the lepers at Mutemwa. During the war, John was shot in September 1979; the
process for the cause of his beatification has begun. I

John
Bradburne:
friend of
the lepers

Unity: SFO Profession Day, Harare

New members: Fr David O’Reilly,
Minister Provincial, receives members
into the SFO in the 1980s
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BR JUNIPER: A WORKING LIFE!

I

will attempt to share with you my
memories of the early days spent here
in Zimbabwe. I arrived in this country,
which was then called Southern
Rhodesia, in 1964, along with Fr Tom
Russell. Not many days after, I found
myself at Mount St Mary’s Mission in the
Wedza area. I was sent there to help
install and put into operation a diesel
engine and generator that had been
procured by Fr Paschal Slevin, Mission
Superior. It was to be used to supply light
to the school classrooms for night study
as well as a few other buildings in the
mission. In due course I would be posted
to St Francis of Assisi Mission, Nharira. By
then I had got to know a little of what
missionary work was all about. I had
come to know how warm-hearted the
people are in this part of Africa. Also
what became evident was the enthusiasm
of the friars and their closeness in
working together. We gathered once a
month in order to work out new methods
of approaching evangelisation and in
involving the laity more closely in the life
of the Church. This involved planning in
order to train chosen members in
leadership, preaching, running services
without a priest, and reading the Word.
All of this I found extremely exciting.

Vocations
At this time, the general idea among the
friars was the establishment of the “local
Church.” In fact, one of the friars, Fr
Walter Gallahue, was appointed to go
around “beating the bushes,” visiting
schools, etc. inviting boys and young men

1960s: plumbing at Wedza

The contribution to the Franciscan mission in Zimbabwe made
by BR JUNIPER O’BRIEN is incalculable. Now 83 years young,
Juniper still works hard each day. His dedicated life of prayer
and service is a continual inspiration to the younger friars.
He recalls a time of decision.

Present day: still hard at work

to consider becoming diocesan priests.
And so many of these young men were
helped by the friars to continue their
schooling in preparation for going to the
seminary. Such was the situation up to, I
think, the late 1970s. It was then that we
received from our Franciscan
headquarters in Rome a document
encouraging the setting up of the Order
in countries in Africa and other places. It
pointed out that far from taking
vocations away from various dioceses,
the presence of the Order in the country
would be a source of strength to the
local Church. This revelation produced an
air of excitement among some. But, of
course, there was much to be debated.
After all, to plunge into a formation
programme would be costly, particularly
in terms of manpower, taking into
account that all the missions had been
expanding and taking on more and more
outstations. Also, because of the war, our
numbers too had diminished. The strain
on manpower, some felt, would be too
much. Well, you can imagine how heated
the debates were in the course of the
following meetings.

Divinely Inspired
The truth, of course, was that both sides
had very valid reasons for holding their
opinions. But thanks be to God, the Holy
Spirit tipped the balance. It was agreed
that we would start attracting young men
to come and join us. We would begin to

form them in Franciscan values and
hopefully to religious life where some
would also be ordained priests while
others would remain as brothers,
according as God has called them.
Needless to say, there were many
other exciting events which took place
down through the years. But I think the
decisions made during those times were
divinely inspired. The proof of the
correctness of that decision made back
then, I do believe, is evident today. I
have great hope for the future of the
Order in Zimbabwe. A good foundation
has been laid. The local friars have come
to the fore at a very difficult time in the
history of this young nation. But I believe
the conditions under which people are
living now will improve in the future. And
so we pray that the local Zimbabwean
Franciscan friars will continue to grow in
number and carry with them the spirit of
St Francis and be an inspiration and
encouragement to the people whom they
serve. I

1990s: Juniper with Archbishop
Chakaipa in front of the new
church at Gandachibvuva
which he and his team built
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Holy Trinity College

I

remember very well when I was
being interviewed to join the
Franciscans, just over 30 years ago,
now in the summer of 1977. I was asked
by the interviewer, Fr Fiachra (now
Bishop Fiachra Ó Ceallaigh) what I would
like to do if I were to become a
Franciscan. I thought for a second or two
and then replied that I really didn't know
what I would like to work at, but what I
did know was what I wouldn't want to
do. I went on to explain that I wouldn't
want to be a teacher and I wouldn't
want to be a missionary! Within ten
years of that interview I had trained as a
teacher and in 1989 I chose to go to
Zimbabwe as a missionary! Talk about
the God of Surprises! What is even more
surprising, however, is that today, as a
lay friar, a Brother, I have ended up
since 2005 as Dean of Studies of a
theology college preparing religious from
four congregations for the priesthood!
That's the story I want to tell you a bit
about now.
For quite a number of years the
Franciscans and Redemptorists had felt
that they should try and set up a school
of theology in Harare, the capital of
Zimbabwe, so that our men hoping to
become priests, could study together
and prepare for priesthood in a way that
was respectful of and supportive of
their vocation as religious. The first
courageous step was taken by Fr Joe
MacMahon, OFM, who, at that time, was
our Custos here in Zimbabwe. Joe had
the confidence to decide that we would
launch out into the deep and if God was
with us, the venture would succeed. So,
in August 2003, the act of faith took
shape in the form of Holy Trinity College
which opened its doors to 12 students
from three congregations (the
Carmelites had by this time decided to
row in with the original two).
Joe was Dean of Studies and taught
many of the courses. The Rector was Fr
Ronald McAinsh, Redemptorist, who had
about ten other jobs as well! By the
beginning of the second year the
Spiritans (Holy Ghost Fathers) had joined
the effort. And so we were four. Classes
were held at the Franciscan House and
Redemptorist House. Most of the work
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As an indication of the growth of the Church in
Zimbabwe, some years ago the Franciscans
were in the forefront in the founding of a
theological college in Harare. BR STEPHEN
O’KANE, OFM, tells the story.
fell on Joe's shoulders and he carried it
manfully for two years. When it was
clear that Joe was returning to Ireland,
a search began for someone to replace
him. I don't think they searched too
thoroughly because the lot, as they say,
fell on myself! I took over from Joe at
the beginning of March 2005 with
absolutely no experience of running a
college, yet with a tremendous sense of
the responsibility I had been given, as
well as of my own inadequacy for the
task. I am now approaching the end of
my three-year contract and I have to say
that, despite many ups and downs, my
time of service in this job has gone
better than I expected. I encountered
generous cooperation from so many
quarters for which I am eternally
grateful.
New Tasks
As I settled into the job, I began to see
my task as having four parts to it.
Firstly, and most urgently, to expand the

pool of lecturers so that the students
would have a variety of teachers along
with a good standard of input. We today
have more that twenty lecturers most of
whom are local and part-time. For the
last four years we have had our own Fr
Lomán MacAodha, OFM, who has come
out to us every year from Ireland for
seven weeks to teach Moral Theology.
Assisting us too has been Fr Tom Nairn,
OFM, from Chicago, who comes every
second year, also to teach Moral
Theology. We have also been blessed
with the services of Fr Henry
Wansborough, a Benedictine monk from
Ampleforth Abbey, in England, who is an
internationally acclaimed Scripture
scholar. Henry, too, comes for seven
weeks each year. The majority of our
lecturers, however, are local and we try
and have a balance of men and women
on the staff. Since January 2007 we
have two Spiritans who are full-time
lecturers. Their presence has made a
wonderful difference to the stability of

Theology students: Brs Onward, Tawanda and Paschal (Congo)
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Expansion
Thirdly, we were very keen to have our
college affiliated to an existing
university so that our students would, at
the end of four years, have a degree
that was recognised by the governments
of the countries from which our students
come. I am happy to report that great
progress has occurred in this regard. We
opted to apply to the Catholic University
of Eastern Africa (in Nairobi, Kenya).
After almost two years of dialogue with
them, we have received unofficial news
that our application for affiliation has
been approved. Praise God! This is a
very important milestone for us since if
our students can get a qualification
which is recognised in the region, others
— sisters, brothers and lay people — will
also come to our college for theology
and afterwards may be employed as
teachers of religion when they graduate.
Affiliation also means that we have a
body outside of ourselves which
stretches us with regard to continuing to
improve our standards.
The fourth task before me was to set
up a library which would guarantee that
the students would have access to a
wide range of basic text books of good
quality. Joe had already gathered up
about 1,000 books before he returned to
Ireland. Because of our move to the
Jesuit premises we managed to get a
room which was adapted to become the
library. This room now has over 6,000
books. Almost 4,000 more books are on

the way from various sources. We have
also employed a qualified librarian who
has catalogued all these books and looks
after them very well. At this point I want
to pay tribute to the Franciscans who
provided the vast majority of these
books. Many friaries throughout Ireland,
as well as numerous individual friars,
donated second-hand books. As well as
that, the friars of St Isidore's College in
Rome allowed us to take from their
library, which was closing, as many books
as we thought could be of help to us. We
have also had generous donations from
friars in America, as well as from the
Benedictines in Ampleforth. So many
people have been very good to us!
Certain individuals have also donated
money to the Franciscan Missionary
Union specifying it should be used for
the education of friars for the
priesthood. Some of this has been used
to purchase new books. (Indeed, if any
reader wishes to be associated with this
work, such a donation for the purchase
of new theology books is a most useful
way to do so). For all of this help we are
most grateful.
The Future
Sometimes I try to imagine what the
college might look like ten years from
now. Here are some of the ideas I come
up with. Certainly, that the college
would grow. (Presently we have about 35
students from six African countries). I
would like us to grow, but not to become

too big for fear we lose our family-like
atmosphere which is very noticeable at
present. Not only should the number
increase, but I would very much like the
college population to have male and
female students: lay men and women, as
well as Sisters and Brothers, alongside
those preparing for priesthood. I did my
own theology in Dublin with lay people,
mostly women, and it was one of the
best experiences of my life. If candidates
for the priesthood study with lay people
it helps keep them grounded in reality
and hopefully prevents them getting
ideas about themselves of superiority or
“preciousness!” I would, of course, hope
to see us with a well-qualified and gifted
staff. This in part will only happen if the
various congregations are willing to
“sacrifice” good men to prepare for this
work and then free them afterwards to
do it. I would also sincerely hope that
ten years from now we will have a
campus of our own, built to our own
specifications, boasting a well-equipped
library, along with all the modern means
of communication. Above all, I suppose,
ten years from now I would hope that
Holy Trinity College will have established
itself as a place of excellence known in
the region for producing men and women
well qualified academically and well
trained pastorally who will minister to
God's people in a way that is both
competent and compassionate. I don't
think the God of Surprises is going to let
us down. I

Impala blossom:
the colour of a beautiful country

credit: Ariadne van Zandbergen - Images of Africa

the college. Two of the congregations
have each sent a man to Rome recently
to study for a Masters in Theology with
the understanding that when they
qualify they will come back and become
valued members of the staff at Holy
Trinity.
The second thing I tried to do was to
establish the normal structures of a
college. We were lucky enough to be
able to rent classrooms and offices from
the Jesuits nearby. So by August 2005 we
at least had a place we could point to
and identify as the college. We have
worked hard at developing an Academic
Handbook which outlines the content of
all the courses each student must do in
the four-year programme. We had to
create statutes, rule books, set up
committees for the various aspects of
college life. So many tiny details needed
attention, but all of them very
important.
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HOLY CROSS PARISH
" BULAWAYO

FR EUGENE BARRETT, OFM, recalls with gratitude the years
he ministered in the Holy Cross Parish, Bulawayo.

T

h e Irish Franciscans went to
Holy Cross parish in 2000. It is a
parish in Tshabalala, the south
western suburbs of Bulawayo city, the
second largest city in Zimbabwe. The
parish was founded in the 1960s. It had
been without a priest for approximately
four years before the Franciscans went
there. However, the people had been
trained very well by the previous
priests and were very involved and
active. They had a Parish Pastoral
Council, and a Pastoral Team to ensure
the services went ahead. They had a
visiting priest for Mass on Sunday.
I arrived there and was inducted as
Parish Priest by Archbishop Pius Ncube
on 12th November 2000. I was
pleasantly surprised to see the place
was humming with activity. The people
have a wonderful sense of belonging to
the Church, and participating in it in a
practical way. They visit the homes of
the sick, serve the poor through the St
Vincent de Paul society, teach the
children on Saturday and prepare them
for the Sacraments of Initiation. They
also have a Home Based Care group of
about 20 women who care for Hiv/Aids
patients in their homes and support
their families in the care of the sick.
They also provide the patients with
some medication, sheets, bandages and
ointment. They visit their patients daily
and bring them what is necessary for
them. These medical supplies are
provided by the Archdiocese.
The Sunday liturgy is a joy. Time is
not important — the celebration of the
Lord’s Day begins with the Sunday Mass
and continues with meetings, seminars
and youth groups. During the liturgy
there are many people with varied
30

roles: deacons, ministers of the Holy
Communion, readers, preachers,
servers, dancing girls, choir (with songs
in three languages). There is also the
Marimba Band (a type of xylophone)
which gives a great lift to the singing.
In all the Sunday Liturgy is a wonderful
experience and builds up faith.

also involved in the ministry of
preaching and teaching in the parish.
They train the funeral leaders who
preside at a funeral if the priest is
absent or if there is more than one
funeral in the afternoon, which is
common in these times due to the Aids
pandemic.

Happy days: Eugene and Hilary

During the week the various
associations have their meetings: St
Anne’s and the Sodality of Our Lady
meet weekly on Thursday afternoon.
Then they visit homes after the
meeting. There are about 300 women
involved in the groups. The men meet
on Wednesday evenings for St Joseph’s
Association. The Society of St Vincent
DePaul take care of the poor by
distributing food, which is organised by
the Archdiocese. The Pastoral Team is
responsible for the training of the
other ministries in the parish. They are

I finished my time in Holy Cross in
2005 when the friars, because of manpower shortage, regretfully made the
decision to withdraw from the parish.
Now there are two permanent deacons
in the parish. They assist the priest
with the visitation of the homes, the
teaching, preaching and presiding at
funerals. Being local men they are
invaluable in the ministry. It was a
great experience to work in Holy Cross.
I thank God for those years. May He
bless and reward the people who
taught me how to minister. I
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Teaching in a Distant Land
ZIMBABWE

SR LAURETTE
SPROSTY, FSPA,
tells the story of the
CATORUZI - Catholic
Ancillary Teachers of
Rural Zimbabwe.

P

rior to Independence in
Zimbabwe in 1980, education
possibilities for black Africans
were restricted. After Independence,
unexpected numbers of youth
responded to the offer of a secondary
education to anyone who requested it.
This meant there was a great need for
trained English-speaking secondary
teachers, particularly in the rural areas
since very limited numbers of
indigenous people had received teacher
training and because English was to be
the medium of instruction.
In 1982, Sr Dominica Siegel, OP,
personal assistant to the Minister of
Education, Mr Mutumbuka, helped by Sr
Ann Jeffers, SMD, responded to this
need by launching a volunteer teacher
organisation (CATORUZI) which
recruited teachers from around the
world. Sr Ann served as first part-time
director. Br Arthur Perreault, FMS,
followed as full-time director. Then Sr
Dominica herself took on the task,
followed by myself who guided the
organisation to closure in 1994. By that
time there were many more trained
local teachers.
In its twelve years of existence, 229
volunteers served for two years and
above. The teachers worked in 14
mission stations and 24 rural council
schools. The Franciscan missions at
Wedza and Nharira were among the
first participants in the project.
Because of the shortage of housing for
teachers in the rural areas, the
volunteers were housed at the mission
stations, and, in return, one or more of
the volunteers taught at the respective
mission school. The programme was a
great success in fulfilling a temporary

Mount St Mary’s Mission: School children at Wedza benefited
from CATORUZI teachers.

need in the developing education
system in Zimbabwe just after
Independence. The mission schools
benefited especially by having quality
A-Level teachers. Several volunteers
were involved in teacher training at
Bondolfi College. The majority served
in rural council upper tops schools. The

volunteers brought quality education. In
return, long-serving missionaries taught
the volunteers “skills” of living in
community and living simply. Many of
the teachers have kept contact with
Zimbabwe and have continued lives of
commitment to Church and social
justice in their own countries. I

Independence Day 1980:
Archbishop Chakaipaa gives a blessing
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A Future Not Our Own
It helps, now and then, to step back
and take the long view.
The Kingdom is not only beyond our efforts,
it is beyond our vision.

We accomplish in our lifetime only a tiny fraction
of the magnificent enterprise that is God’s work.
Nothing we do is complete
which is another way of saying
that the Kingdom always lies beyond us.

This is what we are about:
We plant seeds that one day will grow.
We water seeds already planted,
knowing that they hold future promise.
We lay foundations that will need further development.
We provide yeast that produces effects
beyond our capabilities.
We cannot do everything
and there is a sense of liberation in realising that.
This enables us to do something,
and to do it very well.
It may be incomplete, but it is a beginning,
a step along the way,
an opportunity for God’s grace to enter and do the rest.
We may never see the end results,
but that is the difference
between the master builder and the worker.
We are workers, not master builders,
ministers, not messiahs.
We are prophets of a future not our own.

– Archbishop Oscar Romero

Sean and Paschal

Alfigio Tunha

credit: Walter Knirr - Images of Africa
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